IT Infrastructure, simplified

Premium private cloud services at
predictable cost-effective rates
Gain control over security and compliance
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Enzu Infrastructure as a Service
Built to order, right-sized, personal service
Enzu is a global cloud services provider that puts you in control of your
IT infrastructure with leading capabilities in networking, cloud and
security. We offer no fluff, build-to-order cloud, infrastructure as a
service with Enzu TruCloudTM, a self-service cloud control console, and
other services to help IT and business leaders succeed including cloud
migration, cloud optimization and application modernization.

Cloud Services Designed for Busy IT Leaders
It’s more of a challenge than ever to run IT Operations and keep up with
the ever-changing technology landscape. From finding and keeping
talented IT staff, shrinking budgets and huge vendors treating you like a
number, often the modern cloud experience just lacks. Well we have
been in the trenches and seen firsthand the hurdles that IT leaders face
when moving to cloud. Things like skyrocketing costs, complexity,
performance and security issues. So we built a different kind of cloud
company – a transparent one that keeps you in control, provides high
quality infrastructure and doesn't unnecessarily complicate or upsell.
Our billing is simple and straight forward, no surprises.

Focus on Business Not Your
Infrastructure
Achieve cloud efficiency, with less
burden on your IT staff. Accelerate the
deployment of new ITservices and
realization of cloud benefits.

Right sized infrastructure
Transparent, predicable pricing

We Make Cloud Easier and More Affordable
In today’s competitive digital world, your business performs only as well
as your IT infrastructure. At Enzu, we provide premium cloud services
and run your IT infrastructure like our lives depend on it. That’s what
families do. We started as a family IT infrastructure business and still
operate with family-based values now delivering them at global scale.
Eliminate skyrocketing and hidden cloud costs. Gain control over assets
and budgets with Enzu TruCloudTM self-service cloud control plane
along with budget friendly, transparent and predictable pricing.
Experience Infrastructure as a Service as it was meant to be, simplified.
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Deploy in Confidence with Expert Cloud Services
Now you can enjoy data center speed, cloud agility, and an as-a-service model. Transform the way you do
business with one experience and one partner across clouds. Whether considering public cloud or taking
a hybrid cloud approach, Enzu can help you design, implement and run a cloud-ready infrastructure that will
unlock your vision and unleash unprecedented business performance. We understand that IT organizations
may not have all the foundational components required to operate successfully in the cloud. Enzu provides
organizations the capability to confidently operate in a cloud environment with premium automation-driven
infrastructure, incident management, continuous monitoring and compliance.

Cloud Services Portfolio Engineered for Business Results
•

Achieve cloud efficiency with less burden on IT staff

•

Accelerate the deployment of new customer services and realization of cloud benefits

•

Eliminate IT budget waste and bridge the cloud knowledge gap with Enzu expert services

Figure 1. Enzu Cloud Services Portfolio

Learn More Speak with an Enzu cloud specialist about your IT needs.

Enzu
Corporate Headquarters
109 E. 17th St. Ste 5732
Cheyenne, WY 82001

Contact Information
702.965.1615
www.enzu.com/contact
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